
Investigating Journalism 
Fall 2011        V54.0501 

Prof. Mitchell Stephens 
 
I.  News.  Sept. 6, 8.   

 
What is news? Why this human interest in news? The strengths and limitations 
of news. Journalists and words. Precision. 
 
READINGS (Due Sept. 8):  Mitchell Stephens, A History of News: Introduction 
and Chapter 1. “Why News?” T, C, E. George Orwell "Politics and the English 
Language" C, M. 
 
Recitation section: discuss nature and significance of news; discuss Orwell and 
use of words in journalistic writing. 
 
WRITING ASSIGNMENT: A word to replace “toppling” in New York Times 
lead, September 12, 2001: 

Hijackers rammed jetliners into each of New York's World Trade Center towers 
yesterday, toppling both in a hellish storm of ash, glass, smoke and leaping victims, 
while a third jetliner crashed into the Pentagon in Virginia. There was no official count, 
but President Bush said thousands had perished, and in the immediate aftermath the 
calamity was already being ranked the worst and most audacious terror attack in 
American history. 

Due 6 p.m. Sept. 6. (Graded check or zero.) 
 

II. Journalism.  Sept. 13, 15.   
 

Its (complicated) relationship to news. An introduction to the semester’s 
discussion of its importance, its methods and its limitations.  How it does or does 
not succeed in bringing the public insight into matters of public import. A “plus” 
and “minus” scheme introduced. The journalistic sentence. 
 
READINGS: Stephens, Chap. 2, “News in Preliterate Societies,” Chap. 3, The 
Survival of Spoken News” T, C, E.   Stephen Crane, "Marines Signaling Under 
Fire at Guantanamo" E, M.   Adrian Nicole LeBlanc, Random Family (pages 3-
276) E, M. 
 
Recitation section: discuss craft or profession of journalism; discuss Crane article 
as example of journalistic writing; discuss LeBlanc reading as example of what 
journalism can be. 
 
WRITING ASSIGNMENT: Write a sentence in journalistic style explaining 
how you, or someone else you have interviewed, first learned that Osama bin 
Laden had been killed. Due 6 p.m. Sept. 13. (Graded check or zero.) 
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III. Facts.  Sept. 20, 22.   
 

The significance of literacy and print. Myth versus the “clear truth.” The 
“inverted pyramid” and the “five Ws” lead. Accuracy. The history of objectivity. 
Objectivity versus analysis or opinion.  
 
READINGS: Stephens, Chap. 4, “News and Literacy” T, C, E. Louis Stark, 
“Sacco and Vanzetti Put to Death,” New York Times, August 23, 1927 E, M. 
Daily Show with Jon Stewart, “CNN Leaves It There,” October 12, 2009, C. 
Walter Lippmann, Public Opinion (selection – first chapter) T, C.  
 
Recitation section: discuss Lippmann reading, Stewart critique and the value of 
objectivity. Prepare for “five Ws” lead assignment.  
 
WRITING ASSIGNMENT: Report on a simple news event – a talk, speech, 
news conference, meeting – and write a “five Ws” lead paragraph that might 
begin a traditional newspaper account of that event. Due 6 p.m. Sept. 30. 
(Graded check-plus, check, check-minus or zero.) 

 
IV. Power of the Press.  Sept. 27, Sept. 29.   
 

The good it can do. The good it can fail to do. The bad.   
 
READINGS: Stephens, Chap. 5, “News and Empire,” Chap. 6, “Controlling the 
News” T, C, E. Edward R. Murrow, “Harvest of Shame” E, M (shown in class). 
George Orwell “Why I Write.” Michael R. Gordon and Judith Miller, “Threats 
and Responses: the Iraqis; U.S. Says Hussein Intensifies Quest for A-Bomb 
Parts,” New York Times E.  Dana Priest and Anne Hull, “Soldiers Face Neglect, 
Frustration At Army's Top Medical Facility,” Washington Post E, M. 
 
Recitation section: discuss journalism’s potential (Priest and Hull article; 
“Harvest of Shame”) and missteps (Gordon and Miller article).  
 

V. Human Interests. Oct. 4. 
 

What we come to journalism for. How to make writing more interesting. 
Delayed leads: anecdotes, zingers, scene-setters. 
 
READINGS:  Stephens, Chap. 7, “Human Interests,” Chap. 8, “The Logic of 
News” T, C, E.  Joan Didion, “Some Dreamers of the Golden Dream” E, M. 
 
WRITING ASSIGNMENT:  Write a different, delayed lead paragraph on the 
event reported on in the Facts assignment.  Due 6 p.m. Oct. 7. (Graded check 
plus, check, check minus or zero.) 
 
Recitation section: discuss Didion story and delayed leads.  
 
 

http://www.nytimes.com/learning/general/onthisday/big/0823.html#article
http://www.thedailyshow.com/watch/mon-october-12-2009/cnn-leaves-it-there
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VI.  Liberty.   Oct. 6, 13, 18.   
 

Interpretation. Arguments and how they are made. The debate over freedom of 
information.  
 
READINGS (Due Oct. 6): Stephens, Chap. 9, “The First Newspapers,” Chap. 10, 
“The Power of the Periodical,” Chap. 11, “News and Revolution,” Chap. 12, 
“Mass Circulation.” T, C, E.  Plato, The Republic (selection) T, C.  
 
READINGS (Due Oct. 13): John Stuart Mill. On Liberty (selection: Book II, “Of 
the Liberty of Thought and Discussion”) T, C. 
 
Recitation section: discuss the wages of liberty. Discuss interviewing and 
making an argument. 
 
WRITING ASSIGNMENT: Write one paragraph, including a one sentence  
quotation, based on an interview with someone who would not normally have his 
or her point of view reported in the mainstream news media because it is too 
extreme.  Due 9 p.m. Oct. 14. (Graded check-plus, check, check-minus or zero.) 
 
WRITING ASSIGNMENT: Write 200 words making an argument on some 
issue at New York University. Make sure it includes a summary of the situation, 
a thesis and support for that thesis.  Due 6 p.m. Oct. 28. (Graded check-plus, 
check, check-minus or zero.) 
 

VII. Reporting.  Oct. 20, 25, 27. 
 

Its history.  Its ability to illuminate.  How it changes the world.  Muckraking. 
 
READINGS (Due Oct. 20): Stephens, Chap. 13, “Before Reporting,” Chap. 14, 
“The Development of Reporting” T, C, E.  Woodward and Bernstein, All the 
President's Men E.   
 
READINGS (Due Oct. 25): Timothy Crouse, The Boys on the Bus C, E (selections 
– on reserve). David Foster Wallace, “Up, Simba” C, E (on reserve).  
 
Panel on election coverage.  
 
Recitation section: discuss Woodward and Bernstein. 
 
Recitation section: election coverage, Crouse and Wallace.   

 
Oct. 25, short MIDTERM. 
 

VIII. Sensationalism.  Nov. 1, 3.  
 
Blood, sex and journalism.  
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READINGS:  Truman Capote, In Cold Blood E.  
 
Recitation section: discuss Capote and prepare for crime story. 
 
WRITING ASSIGNMENT: Report and write a five-hundred-word account of a 
crime in whatever journalistic style you find appropriate. You must report this 
story yourself by visiting a criminal courthouse and gathering information on a 
criminal case. Due 6 p.m. Nov. 11. (Graded check-plus, check, check-minus or 
zero.) 
 

IX. Democracy and Diversity.  Nov. 8, 10, 15.  
 

The effectiveness of journalism in furthering the public dialogue. Diversity in 
coverage and newsrooms. The journalistic essay. The “nut graf.” 
 
READINGS: Jay Rosen, “PressThink: An Introduction” T, C; Eric Klinenberg, 
Fighting for Air, Introduction, T, C.   Samuel Cornish and John Russwurn, "To 
Our Patrons," Freedom’s Journal E, C, M.   Kerner Commission, The Report of the 
National Advisory Commission on Civil Disorders  (selection) C.   James Baldwin, 
Nobody Knows My Name E. Gay Talese, “Frank Sinatra Has a Cold” E, M. 
 
Panel on coverage of minorities. 
 
Recitation section: Discuss Kerner Commission report and diversity in 
journalism today. Discuss Baldwin, Talese and the journalistic essay. 
 
Recitation section:  Pitch meeting on coverage of a community essay.  
 
WRITING ASSIGNMENT: Journalistic essay on the intersection of a 
community, group or subculture and journalism. Has the group been well served 
by journalism in its various forms? Are we well informed about them? How 
might they be better covered? Use examples of coverage from the last six 
months only. 1,200 words. Outline plus “nut graf” due 6 p.m. Nov. 21.  Essay due 
6 p.m. Dec. 2. 
 
Prompt for coverage of a community essay: 
 
The idea here is to analyze the performance of journalism not just by studying news organs but 
by focusing on the human beings who are the subjects of journalism. 
 
Pick a group – could be a neighborhood, could be people who share an interest, a lifestyle, a faith, 
a politics, etc.  Gay parents might be an example, or Hasidic Jews, or women who wear a hijab, or 
residents of Chinatown, or Pit Bull owners, or people with many skin piercings. (More 
newsworthy or even controversial groups might be somewhat easier to write about.)  The 
question is how good a job journalists are doing covering this group. Are the group's concerns 
being well communicated? Are they subject to bias or discrimination, subtle or unsubtle, in news 
reports? Are they being unfairly sensationalized or ignored? Do they themselves have access to 
the news they need about their group? And are the rest of us getting a fair, accurate and 
reasonable portrait of them? With few exceptions (which would require approval of the adjunct 
leading your recitation section) we assume the group and the coverage will be in the United 
States. 
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Make sure to inform us in the essay about the group you have chosen, but the emphasis should 
not be upon them but upon what coverage appears about them. Try to take a broad and informed 
look at that coverage: not just one or two nasty newspapers or websites, for example. (It is okay 
to use broadcast reports, if you can get them.) If the group is large and much discussed, look at 
major news organs. If it is small, then the publications you look at will likely be smaller. We are 
more interested in a critique of mainstream coverage – if the group receives any mainstream 
coverage: the New York Times or Rolling Stone, where possible, more than goths.com. 
However, acknowledging the role of small, focused publications might also be important.  
 
Make sure you have examples – maybe even word or story counts – to back up any assertions 
you or others make. Specifics! Statistics might help point up distortions in news stories: the 
actually crime rate in Harlem, for example, or the number of skateboarders who are seriously 
injured each year. Perhaps some historical examples would be of interest, but we expect that 
almost all the examples of the coverage should be from the last six months. 
 
It would probably be a good idea to talk to members of the group – to interview them and use 
quotations from them in your essay. Quotes, points or information borrowed from other sources 
must, of course, be carefully attributed. And leaning too heavily upon someone else's analysis – a 
press critique in a gay newspaper, for example – would certainly not be acceptable and would 
lead to a failing grade on the essay. (Yes, we will search and check!) 
 

X. Intrusions.  Nov. 17. 
 

On the unpleasantness of journalists looking your way. 
 
READINGS: Samuel Warren and Louis Brandeis, "The Right to Privacy" C.  
Janet Malcolm, The Journalist and the Murderer C. 
 
Recitation section: discuss Malcolm and Warren/Brandeis. 

 
XI. Biases.  Nov. 22, 29, Dec 1. 
 

On the various directions in which journalism does or can lean. Institutional and 
procedural biases. Source, government and ownership controls. Political tilts? 
Story organization. 
 
READINGS:   A. J. Liebling, "A Free Press" C, M.  The Autobiography of Lincoln 
Steffens: “I Make a Crime Wave” C, M.  Daniel Boorstin, "Pseudo-Events" T, C. 
Bias readings. 
 
Recitation section: discuss Boorstin, Steffens and bias in campaign coverage. 
Discuss upcoming redo of essay in another medium. 

 
XII. Present and Future of Journalism?  Dec. 6, 8, 13, 15.   
 

Whither journalism, after the Internet? Changing (declining?) economics of 
journalism. Will we be well informed? Will journalists be paid? 
 
READINGS: Stephens, Chap. 15, “New Technologies,” Chap. 16, “the 
Information Explosion” T, C.  A collection of articles on the future of journalism. 
 

http://goths.com/
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Panel on future of journalism. 
 
Recitation section: discuss third essay and use of other media. 
 
Recitation section: discuss future of journalism. 
 
ASSIGNMENT: Redo part of essay on coverage of a community in another 
medium: digital, video, audio. If you have no facility with any of these media, you 
may simply outline what you would do on poster board. Due Dec. 9 p.m. Dec. 9. 
(Graded check-plus, check, check-minus or zero.) 
 

 
Kinds of readings: 
 

T – Theory 
C – Critique 
E – Example of journalism or the exchange of news 
M – Model of journalistic writing 
 

Assignments:  
 
• Writing assignments of increasing length, leading up to an essay and then a 

version of that essay in a different medium. 
• Four or five short, surprise in-class writing assignments 
• Short midterm 
• Final – during finals week (scheduled by the university), graded for writing as 

well as class understanding 
 

Assignment rules: 
 
• Assignments turned in after the deadlines stated on this syllabus will receive a 

grade no higher than a check-minus. For the coverage-of-a-community essay 
grades will be lowered by 30 points if late. 

• Grades will be lowered for misspelled proper names and inaccuracies. 
• Deadline for all assignments to be graded and the grades posted will be ten days 

after the assignments are due. 
 
 

• Grading formula for coverage-of-a-community essay (similar standards will be 
applied to the longer writing assignments): 
 Organization, 20 points 
 Grammar and spelling, 20 points (with automatic 5 points off for each 

misspelled proper name) 
 Clarity, logic, expression and style, 20 points 
 Enterprise, research and evidence, 20 points (with automatic 5 points off 

for an inaccuracy) 
 Strength of ideas and originality, 20 points. 
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Books: 
 

Woodward and Bernstein, All the President's Men  (Pocket) 
Janet Malcolm, The Journalist and the Murderer  (Vintage) 
Truman Capote, In Cold Blood  (Vintage) 
Adrian Nicole LeBlanc, Random Family (Scribner).  
Mitchell Stephens, A History of News, third edition (Oxford) 

 
Grading formula for course: 
 

 Writing assignments together  40 % 
• Word assignment  (just check or zero) 
• Sentence assignment  (just check or zero) 
• “Five Ws” assignment  3 % 
• Other lead assignment  3 % 
• Quotation assignment  3 % 
• Argument assignment  5 % 
• Crime assignment  7 % 
• Community essay assignment  14 % 
• Other medium assignment  5 % 

 Class participation 10 % 
 Midterm 10 %  
 In-class writing assignments together 15 % 
 Final 25 % 

 
Converting from number to letter grades: 
A   = 100-95 
A-  = 94.99-90 
B+ = 89.99-87 
B    = 86.99-83 
B-   = 82.99-80 
C+  = 79.99-77 
C    = 76.99-73 
C-   = 72.99-70 
D    = 69.99-67 
F     = 66.99 and below 

Converting grades on assignments 
and in-class writing assignments: 
check-plus 95 
check 85 
check-minus 75 
zero 65 
 

 
Note: Students are expected to attend all lectures and recitation sections. We will notify 
the department if we are aware that a student has missed two classes (lectures or 
recitation sections). More than two absences could affect class participation grade.  
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Professor: 
 

Office:  20 Cooper Square, room 706 
Office hours:  

Tuesday, 10 to 10:45, 12:30 to 2:30 
Thursday, 10 to 10:45, 12:30 to 1. 
And by appointment. 

Phone:  212-998-3792 
Email:  mitch.stephens@nyu.edu 
 

Course assistant: Meredith Bennett-Smith: <mab267@cornell.edu> 
 
Adjuncts: 
 

Priya Jain Paula C. Pou 
Joscelyn SG Jurich Heather Muse 
Maria Sliwa  Jennifer Bleyer 
Mary Staub David Marchese 
Aaron Sagers  
  

 

mailto:mitch.stephens@nyu.edu

